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CYBERSECURITY MALAYSIA HOLDS OUTREACH
WORKSHOP TO HELP ‘KUMPULAN HARAPAN’
(DELINQUENT GROUP) IN KOTA KINABALU
Kota Kinabalu: CyberSecurity Malaysia, the national cyber security specialist centre,
under the purview of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI), today
conducting an outreach workshop in Kota Kinabalu for Delinquent Group or Kumpulan
Harapan. The programme is joint initiative by CyberSecurity Malaysia and MOSTI.
“The objective of this programme is to reach out to Kumpulan Harapan and try to help them
in any way that we could”, said Lt. Col. Husin Jazri, CEO of CyberSecurity Malaysia. The
outreach workshop is featuring icons as motivational speakers.
Participants will learn about the functions of the left and right brain and how to us them to
improve memory and increase creativity from icon - Mr. Lim Teck Hoe - Silver Medalist,
World Memory Competition 2002. The participants will also have two sharing sessions of
motivational success stories from icons Mr. Redzuah Junid, an Internet Enterpreneur and
Mr. Jumat Mansor, a Rugby sports athlete.
The Kumpulan Harapan Outreach Workshop is held from 1.00pm on 29th May 2010, at the
Multi-purpose Hall (Dewan Serbaguna), Aras Bawah Anjung Siswa, Universiti Malaysia
Sabah.
“At CyberSecurity Malaysia, we deal with cyber threats and other negative impacts of the
Internet. But at the same time we know that the Internet is one of the best innovations in the
history of human kind. And there are so many positive use of the Internet that we could
share with the communities through our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programme”
said Husin.
“So far, we have conducted CSR activities, called “Tunas Cemerlang” projects for an
orphanage in Perak and for another orphanage in Melaka. This is our first project for
Kumpulan Harapan in Sabah”, Husin added.
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